Jr. JACL project adopted for 14th national convention

SAN FRANCISCO — A panel discussion and social for Jr. JACLers were held in conjunction with the 14th biennial national JACL convention here with their parents was recommended to the convention board last week.

The panel was featured by representative Jr. JACLers discussing the question, “What Does JACL Mean to Me?” The evening social, to be arranged by the younger group, is expected to be open to regular JACL conventioners.

JACL national officers unanimously adopted the report, agreed to publish the proceedings of the convention program, and also approved a resolution asking the Board of Directors to have aClarys Office for the Jr. JACLers.

JACL Nippon Chairman Frank Dabushi announced that the Matsumi Ranch in Inland Empire has been selected as the site for the Convention Outing on July 20.

Chairman Dabushi also announced the appointment of Margaret scenery: George Ishida of the Pacific Northwest District to the Jr. JACL National Executive Committee. He also sent a letter to the five Jr. JACLers to give notice of their appointment.

San Francisco has 1,025 paid-up

SAN FRANCISCO — The San Francisco JACL chapter officially went over the 1,000 member mark for 1967 past week.

According to Thelma Takeda, chapter vice-president and membership drive chairman, a total of 1,025 persons have paid their dues to date.

Approximately 100 stockholders have been received from many and a number of others have stated they will be paid.

See cherry trees of D.C. instead of Japan

DENVER — Instead of going to Japan to see cherry blossoms, 17 Japanese Americans spent a day on a 10-hour tour to see the famous cherry trees of the United States Botanic Garden in Washington, D.C. In knowledge of the fact this year the State of Colorado was being honored by the Cherry Blossoms and Nisei students, a group of 10 visitors was able to see the cherry trees of D.C. instead of Japan.

When Ishida died in 1941, his interest in the property was taken by his brother, Hideo Ishida. Smallest purchase from his estate, was being traded over the counter.

Picture-bridge practice reversed as eight Nisei fly to Japan to be married

FORTY YEARS ago when “picture-bridge” practice was so popular it had established a tradition for each of its members.

Eight Nisei women, in the words of Howard Imazeki, chairman of the Western Pioneer Employees Inc., had arrived in Tokyo by plane, having no bridges waiting for them but having arranged to get married.

Three of the eight Nisei who were married here arrived at the U.S. Embassy Tuesday, Robert Ishida, 2 of 205 Pacific Ave., West Los Angeles, went to Edward H. White with the International Information Service in Washington, D.C., to announce the story of the week on this change of Nisei social pattern. — Edith Stakely-Traut, JACL.

Winter visitors, as well as natives, were being urged to view the huge cherry blossoms. “The awe-inspiring sight of gorgeous blossoms, as you may expect, there are no other part of the United States, gives a true idea of the beauty of the cherry tree,” they said.

Arizona flower growers praised

PHOENIX — The Arizona Republic-Days and Ways magazine, a newspaper supplement, last Sunday hailed the Japanese flower growers in the Glendale and East Edgemont area, saying: “If you like gorgeous cover of pretty fan-like Sarukai flowers on the same mulch covered stock blooms of the Nakamura Farms.”

Western Pioneer proxy row ends in compromise

OAKLAND — Western Pioneer stockholders had promised split this past month but the four-way battle between the two sides was a front for a battle between the two sides. The stockholders meeting here was held with the announcement of its 10-man full-time board of directors, which is widely read in Japanese newspapers, be it daily weekly or semi-weekly, that is widely read in your neighborhood.

In spite of radio and TV as means for mass communication, the newspaper still has an important part in each home. A chapter will miss a sure bet by not developing better liaison with the local editors.

The local newspaper is often divided into sections, each section being filled in the demand of the reader, a wide variety of society and club news, features pages and sports. There are few editors, who have Japanese American names can’t be included. I’m sure the editors would welcome the chance to talk about their Japanese American neighbors.

Therefore, we ought to develop an essential public relations. A chapter may well appoint someone to personally call upon those editors and acquaint them. After this initial contact, the new ideas can be telephoned in, (if it’s a long list of Japanese names, it may be wise to mail it to them to avoid misapplying.)

When the public relations chairman types out his story for the Nisei vernacular or the Pacific Citizen, he might add another carbon and send a copy to the local news paper.

Some of our chapters on the other hand, have been successful in this respect. The editor says some of the chapters, especially in rural communities, had been sub mitted copies of their activities. The commentary from your neighbors that follows publication of such a story are bound to please.

George Inagaki
Grand-daughter of Japanese emissary to Europe guest singer at Orange County JACL fe te; to appear with Anaheim opera

BY GEORGE M. ICHIEN
SANTA ANA — Orange County JACLers and guests at all the recent installation banquet were present for excellent renditions of both Oriental and Western songs by Mrs. Harue Kajiya, slated to appear in the future at the Orange County Veterans Administration hospital.

Another paratrooper

Dr. Nakadate dropped by on his way to Fort Sam Houston to consult with the Veterans Administration hospital.

Dr. Nakadate, who had trained overseas in London, said that patients asked him to see them frequently and were often treated by his colleagues.

He added that the Veterans Administration hospital had a large number of patients, many of whom were on active duty in the Pacific theater.

The hospital provided excellent care for these patients, and Dr. Nakadate was pleased to see how well they were being treated.

A new chapter

The Orange County chapter of the Japanese American Citizens League (JACL) is excited to announce the establishment of a new chapter in Santa Ana. The chapter was formed to promote awareness of Japanese American history and culture, and to provide support and resources for the local community.

The new chapter will focus on organizing events, such as history tours and educational programs, to share the rich heritage of the Japanese American community with the wider community. They will also seek to foster a greater understanding of the contributions of Japanese Americans to the United States.

The Orange County JACL is committed to empowering and engaging its members to make a positive impact in their community. They invite all who are interested in learning more about Japanese American history and culture to join them and participate in their events and programs.

The Orange County chapter is led by its current president, who is looking forward to growing the chapter and expanding its reach. They are always on the lookout for new members to help support their mission.

The Orange County chapter of the Japanese American Citizens League is excited to welcome new members and continue to make a positive impact in their community.
Hilo Nishi doctor at Oak Ridge atomic energy laboratory honored in magazine article for successful skin grafts

OAK RIDGE, Tenn. — A major contribution to the atomic energy project was made by Dr. H. Nishi, a native of Hilo, T. H., honored in a recent article in The New York Herald Tribune.

In the doctor's experiment a tissue whose red blood cells were destroyed by X-rays was injected with a chemical that rejuvenated them.

Dr. Nishi's work was done at Oak Ridge National Laboratory which is operated by the Atomic Energy Commission, in May, 1955.

The scientist's parents are Mr. and Mrs. Shimono Makinodan of Hilo.

Their other children are Naboru, Honolulu, and Alan Makinodan of Hilo.

The doctor's work was featured in a recent article in The New York Herald Tribune.
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SOUTHWEST L.A. OPENS UP 1956
MEMBERSHIP DRIVE THROUGH APRIL

The Southwest Los Angeles JACL membership drive has been re-

yearly since its inception in 1951. This year, the drive is

high in its efforts to increase membership. The drive was

underway and well publicized by the early part of the

year.

Armed with a list containing

JACL members, the

Southwest Los Angeles JACL member residing in the

Southwest and U.S. area, this drive was

conducted by the local chapter.

The current SWLA count

stands at over 3,000, a significant increase from last year.

In his response, Yoshinari spoke for a strong JACL

program and the future of the chapter. He also expressed

concerns over the increasing cost of living and the need for

members to contribute to the chapter's goals.

And oh, by the way, the Mozart Quartet did have

their annual summer retreat this year, complete with
glees and snails. Service. A wonderful way to kick off the

year's dance.

Let's start with the glee club. YSermo and C. P. M. C. were

working on their fall program, which

includes a variety of music styles.

In the meantime, the chapter is

working on plans for their annual

event, the JACL Picnic, which will be

held this summer. The picnic will feature

music, games, and a chance to

connect with friends.

And don't forget, the chapter is also working on

their annual revolving fund drive. This is a

great opportunity for chapter members to

contribute to the chapter's

By ROY YOSHIDA

PENCILS DOWN: The 1956-57 season of the Placer County JACL is

drawing to a close with the annual picnic, which is scheduled

for the first weekend in May. The picnic will be held in

memory of Bob Kusakabe and Nobu-

oka Kitahara, two of the special event.

This much-awaited county-wide

event will feature a variety of

activities, including

a con

ven

tion and a banquet.

Committee members have

already put in several Sundays of work

getting the program planned.

Hiroko Kashihara, event

chairman, said her committee

has a lot of work to do in the final

days. The committee is also

working on plans for the annual

picnic, which will be held this

summer.

The candidates for the

picnic are still being

considered, and the

committee is working on

planning the program.

There will be a gala Issei entertainment program

in the park in order for the

picnic. Field activities have been

planned to include

brush, obnoxious weeds and

trees.

One or two plans to
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I recently consulted for the San Francisco chapter of the American Friends Service Committee on issues related to immigration and refugee assistance. My role was to provide strategic planning and support for their ongoing projects. The group has been active in advocating for the rights of immigrants and refugees, and I was asked to help develop a comprehensive plan for their future efforts.

During my consultation, I met with members of the chapter to discuss their current initiatives and ongoing challenges. We explored new ways to increase public awareness and engagement on these issues. I also provided feedback on their communication materials and strategies. Overall, it was a rewarding experience to contribute to their important work.
18-year-old beauty reigns at SLG cage meet

SALT LAKE CITY — Emily Yamamoto, 18, was chosen queen of the 21st annual Utah, Idaho and Wyoming Nisei Invitational Basketball Tournament during the "Welcome Night" festivities at the Murray B. Allen center last Saturday. Emily Yamamoto is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Yoichi Yamamoto. The other candidates were Misses Toni Tomita, 19; and Mina Doi, 25.

S.F. Saints keep Salt Lake cage crown fifth time

SALT LAKE CITY — A fifth look battle down to the finals split-second of the game marked the 43-II victory of the San Francisco Saints over the Salt Lake City Islanders to win the annual National Nisei basketball invitational tournament here last Saturday.

Albert Mock, SFSC star, paced the victors with 32 points while Hawaii's Bob Sora was runner-up with 28 points.

The crowd was treated to a final full in the last 54 seconds of the game, a thing of the past for the Islanders.

First round (Oct. 7)

SFSC

LAKE CITY

Hawaii Saints

San Francisco Saints

1st game (Oct. 8)

Salt Lake City

SFSC

San Francisco Saints

San Jose Zebras

San Francisco Saints nipped Arizona 19-17.

San Jose Zebras nosed out the Los Angeles, 31-29.

SECOND ROUND (Oct 9)

SFSC

San Francisco Saints

Hawaii Saints

San Francisco Saints

San Jose Zebras

San Francisco Saints defeated Arizona 61-44.

San Jose Zebras defeated Salt Lake City 73-44.

TOMI TAMURA, 21, San Francisco Saints took the bulk of the ball from the Islanders' left hand and he went in for 28 points. The other candidates were Misses Toni Tomita, 19; and Mina Doi, 25.

PLUSHIEST YEARS OF '20s and '30s

In point of volume, the plushiest years were during the '20s and '30s, when the United States was recovering from the depression, and the new commercial development of Japan contributed to the prosperity. The country was at its peak during the '20s and '30s, with Los Angeles, and San Francisco.

NEW CONSUL-GENERAL

Seattle — A little item on the editorial page of the P-I dated sixty years ago, March 30, 1936, states that the Japanese Consul-General plans move from Tacoma to Seattle.

Some of the railroads had selected Tacoma as their Pacific Coast terminus, an' then a large number of Seattle citizens made the voyage to Mount Rainier or Mount Tacoma was at its base.

In point of volume, the plushiest years were during the '20s and '30s, when the United States was recovering from the depression, and the new commercial development of Japan contributed to the prosperity. The country was at its peak during the '20s and '30s, with Los Angeles, and San Francisco.

CALIFORNIA

For the local consulate gained stature in this respect which of the two consulates - general of New York, Chicago, and Chicago.

Guns at the races were awarded "From the P.I. files" dated sixty years ago, April 1, 1936.

TOKYO. - Japanese swimming exceeded its best ever in the Honolulu 1900-meter freestyle event last Saturday at Yale University pool.

But Masaji Tabata, president of the Nippon University, confronted "Breen's wonderful performance did not come as a surprise to me because he is making good time in the 1500-meter freestyle event last Saturday at Yale University pool.

Breen already surprised the Olympic world right four years when he unleashed a fantastic sport record of 14:20.8 for the 1500-meter freestyle which was the new Olympic record.

In the national league playoff, the San Jose Zebras routed the Los Angeles, 44-31, with Dick Nagai, former USC player, leading the way with 14 points.

Another successful Los Angeles defeated the Salt Lake City All Stars, 63 to 47, in the consolation finals.

Five players in the tournament were named all-stars. They were Issei Ueno, Don Brown, John Hori, Jack Tanaka, and Dick Nagai.

Name two Nisei for East-West prep gridfest

The newspaper plans an editorial broadside the first week in April to be elevated to a service organization under the leadership of Genji Nishino.

Mr. Nishino has been making good time in the 1500-meter freestyle event last Saturday at Yale University pool.

Both opposed Breen here in the Honolulu 1900-meter freestyle event last Saturday at Yale University pool.

Breen already surprised the Olympic world right four years when he unleashed a fantastic sport record of 14:20.8 for the 1500-meter freestyle which was the new Olympic record.

Konno.hails new 1,500-m swim record; three Nisei tailly in NCAA water finals

NEW HAVEN. — Ford Konno broke the American All-Around and Olympic record in the 1900- meter, flashed the performance of the year, finishing in the same time as the Yale University pool Thursday last week as "honorary" inductee.

Konno was a spectator at the meet last week along with Utah's long distance star Angelo Mock.

(Two opposed Breen here in the National AAU indoor championships.

Konno, who took the 1900-meter freestyle in the 1900-meter freestyle event last Saturday at Yale University pool.

Very few swimmers have negated the 1900-meter freestyle this year of Konno of Ohio State, in the time of 17:42.6.

Konno's mark is made in the 1900-meter freestyle event last Saturday at Yale University pool.

Experts seek 1,500-m swim mark in 17-min. bracket

TOKYO. — Japanese swimming exceeded its best ever in the Honolulu 1900-meter freestyle event last Saturday at Yale University pool.
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Breen already surprised the Olympic world right four years when he unleashed a fantastic sport record of 14:20.8 for the 1500-meter freestyle which was the new Olympic record.
The Shonien

- List week we were escorted through the facilities of the new Japanese Childre n Home of Southern California by its director, Mrs. Jeanne MacLean, who did child labor work in New York before coming to Los Angeles.

Mike has a very crisp and optimistic one-man endeavor but a joint venture of all who want to disband. Non-existence seems pre­

FUND S STILL NEEDED

- In round-figure operation, another $50,000 is needed to start the new home. Much needed is $35,000 for initial 12-months’ service: $10,000 for additional equipment and a $20,000 bond for the Shonien. But headed by Nobi Kawai of Pasadena, would also like to pay off the first year’s run of the Home.

Miss Nat’l JACL of 1954 engagement announced

ANAHITA - Mr. and Mrs. William B. Fumakoshi announced the en­
gagement of their eldest daughter to Mr. Kiyoshi Hid Kashima. The engagement announcement at the JACL convention, will graduate this month, was received from a di marriage from the Home. The Auxiliary appreciates the offer of the Eastern California. Here­

Over 200 attend S.F. Auxiliary benefit dance

SAN FRANCISCO - Drawing crowd of 300 from the con­

Engagements

MADA-FUCHI - Michiko to January 23, 1956, George Sato. residence, 20 West Pacific St., La Honda, Cal., 

SACRAMENTO - Mrs. Louis D. Williams, of Sacramento, is expected to leave for the new home for the mother at the YEA gym sponsored by the Home’s Auxiliary. The Auxiliary acknowledges with appreciation the following who are listed in public notices and in roll call: Allan W. Ashida, Shiro Mizukami, Zane Togami, Bill Chiba, Robert H. Ando, and K socio-economic and social sciences.

Evacuation claims bill

Washington

A month ago, on March 8, the House unanimously approved the Lane Bill to expedite the settlement of remaining evacuation claims. This measure was referred to the Senate Judiciary Committee, which for a period of two days later and later, its report was not in print. Since that time, nothing has been done on this bill. It has not been the subject of Senate consideration, and since the Senate Judiciary Committee, unlike its House counterpart, has a special subcommittee to examine the claims, and since a special subcommittee must be appointed by the Chairman of the Committee, it is apparent that the majority members are not interested in this matter.

This lack of consideration for this bill in the Senate Judiciary Committee is not surprising, for there is no member who comes from the South or Border States, and if there were, it is not in a position to exert much influence in that body. Because of the latter, the former is crucial.

The Senate Committees, like the House Committees, have all but half of all the bills considered by the Senate, including those that are controversial, so that the members who come from a state in which the bill took place, or those who are staunch supporters of the bill, or those who have been involved in its passage, or those who are members of the Senate Judiciary Committee, can all play a part in the Senate Judiciary Committee. Thus, whatever the decision of the Senate Judiciary Committee, it will be an important one.

Geographical representation

A quick glance at the membership of the Committee membership shows that the members who come from the state in which the bill took place, or who are staunch supporters of the bill, or who have been involved in its passage, or who are members of the Senate Judiciary Committee, can all play a part in the Senate Judiciary Committee. Thus, whatever the decision of the Senate Judiciary Committee, it will be an important one.

Some senators can be persuaded

Some senators, who are heavily involved in the leadership of the Senate, and who are considered to be influential, can be persuaded to support the evacuation claims. This is because they are considered to be influential, and because they are considered to be important to the Senate.

Five up for re-election

The five senators who have been recommended by the members of the Judiciary Committee are running for re-election this fall and, therefore, they will have to campaign for their re-election in the Senate Judiciary Committee. According to the JACL, these senators have been recommended by the members of the Judiciary Committee, and their re-election is important to the Senate.

Two points to be stressed

Action can be had on the part of the Committee on the Judiciary of the Senate, and the Senate of the United States, it has been recommended by the JACL, that the Senate and the Senate Judiciary Committee take prompt action to expedite the settlement of evacuation claims. This is because the Senate of the United States has already recommended that the Senate Judiciary Committee take prompt action to expedite the settlement of evacuation claims.

Other JACL's, which should be contacted by the senators and the Senate Judiciary Committee, are the Senate of the United States. The JACL's, which have been recommended by the Senate of the United States, have already recommended that the Senate Judiciary Committee take prompt action to expedite the settlement of evacuation claims.

Legislation meritorious

This legislation is meritorious, meritorious, meritorious, and uncontroversial, in all likelihood the senators who will be considered by the Senate Judiciary Committee will be considered for re-election, and some senators who are considered to be influential, and who are considered to be important to the Senate, will be persuaded to support the evacuation claims.

Influential American Legion post in Stockton raps Newsweek in unanimously-passed resolution for Lincoln Yamamoto letter

STOCKTON — The influential Karl Ross Post No. 10, American Legion in Stockton, Calif., has unanimously passed a resolution, opposing the magazine of national circulation, Newsweek, for their "failure to check the contents of a recent Lincoln Yamamoto letter" before printing it in their Feb. 15 issue.

The post adopted a resolution expressing their 'confidences in the loyalty of the Nisei veteran' and the "complete faith in the accuracy of the information published in Newsweek's magazine of national circulation.

The resolution was presented at the post meeting Wednesday last week. According to the chairman of the post, the resolution was the result of the post executive board, acting at the request of the National Commander of the Stockton JACL and a resolution of the JACL Council, has been in effect for several years.

The members of the post, who signed the resolution, said the letter "escouraging" reflection upon the loyalty of all Nisei and said "it is concerned with principles of sound and familiar political and social policies of the post, and of the post as a whole,

WHEREAS, the magazine of national circulation, Newsweek, published an article in an issue dated Feb. 20, 1956,

Minnesotan seeks data on Chinese American GIs

BURLINGTON, Minn.—A Mainland man writing articles on the war-time exploits of former service-men of Chinese-American extraction is asking for personal information from relatives.

K. M. W. W. in Minneapolis, Minn., says he's writing an article for the United States News, a publication of the Chinese-American Legion, to supply him with data on Chinese-American legionnaires who served from Hawaii in recent wars.

Senate Judiciary Committee assigns Lane claims bill to staff

WASHINGTON, D.C.—A professional staff member of the Senate Judiciary Committee has been assigned the Lane bill to expedite the settlement of Chinese American evacuation claims, Mike Masaoka, Washington representative of the Japanese American Citizen League, has been named for the assignment.
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